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Umpqua Bank advances Human Digital strategy with launch of Go-To™ platform
(USA)
In November 2017 Umpqua Bank launched their pilot program ‘Best Financial Friend’ (see November 2017 report). This
initiative was driven by the bank’s so-called ‘Human/Digital Strategy.’ Now Umpqua has officially passed through its pilot
stage with the launch of what it bills as Go-To™, the bank's first human digital banking platform made publicly available to
current and prospective customers.
According to Cort O'Haver, Umpqua Bank CEO, this development is a game-changer for the banking industry and positions
Umpqua to lead another transformation in how banks deliver a differentiated and valued customer experience.
Said O'Haver "Our approach is grounded in a core belief that human interaction matters in banking—especially in the

moments when life and money meet. That's why Umpqua's approach to digital banking is different. Instead of using
technology to create distance between our associates and customers, our Go-To platform leverages technology to create a
more meaningful customer experience that helps people make smart financial decisions."
How Go-To Works
Access to the Go-To platform is free for customers regardless of account balance and gives them a dedicated personal
banker devoted to their financial needs. After downloading the app, customers choose their own personal banker based on
professional background, expertise, personal interests and location. Then, using secured text and chat capabilities they
connect with their personal banker to resolve issues, explore financial opportunities and receive expertise.
The Next Step: Go-To for Small Businesses
Umpqua has also identified a significant opportunity with small business owners, who fill many roles in their enterprise and
highly value both digital convenience and financial advice from a banking partner.
Umpqua is working with Seed, a Portland-based fintech company focused on digital banking and financial management for
small businesses, to develop a personalized banking experience that will give customers dramatically enhanced digital
capabilities to easily open, fund and manage accounts critical to business operations. That experience will be
further complemented by Go-To, giving Umpqua small business customers a sophisticated human digital banking platform
designed exclusively for small businesses.

AI…when a human would be better!
When considering the above Human Digital strategy of
Umpqua Bank here’s an example of a digital only push
leading to consumer frustration…On August 29th, we
visited the HSBC (UK) website intending to apply for a
new credit card. For specific reasons we wanted to apply
by phone. As shown in the red circle our question of “Can
I apply for a credit card by phone” - which must be
considered a very basic question - received the answer:
“You can register for Online Banking online, in an HSBC
branch or by contacting us.”!!!!
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Alipay launch digital VAT refunds for
Chinese travelers
(South Korea)

Starling Bank introduce ‘Nearby Payments’
eliminating need to input bank details
(UK)

Alipay, via a partnership with tax refund agency Global
Tax Free (GTF), now offers the “world’s first paperless
mobile tax refund function in South Korea,” according to a
statement. The launch of this service follows the debut in
early 2017 of a similar service in Europe and in Singapore
in January, through which international travelers can
receive tax rebates for their applicable overseas
purchases in their Alipay accounts after scanning their
Alipay QR codes at airport tax counters.
For the South Korean service, Chinese tourists claim tax
refunds via their mobile apps, and can skip tax refund
counters altogether. After scanning their passports at selfservice kiosks prior to leaving South Korea, Chinese
tourists can use the Alipay mobile app to scan eligible tax
refund receipts within 90 days of purchasing and receive
RMB refunds immediately.
.

Starling Bank have introduced ‘Nearby Payments’ which allow
Starling users to transfer money to another person if they're
standing close by.
The new service uses Google Nearby technology to find other
users who are in the close vicinity.
Customers can then make quick payments to them by just
opening the app and clicking the ‘Pay Nearby’ button rather
than manually filling out their bank details.

In UK- first Barclays tackles phone
scammers with caller ID feature
Barclays is rolling out a new security feature for its online
and mobile customers that helps them verify whether a call
claiming to be from the bank is genuine.
According to Barclays' own data, 60% of Brits believe that
they have received a fraudulent phone call and one in ten
have actually been scammed in the last year.
In a UK first, customers who receive a call from Barclays will
now be able to choose to receive an alert in their app or
online banking confirming the details of the employee who is
calling them.
The customer can then choose to accept the call, knowing
that they are not giving out any sensitive information to the
wrong person.
Ross Martin, head, digital safety, Barclays, says: "As part of
our continued efforts to beat scammers, our new call
verification feature will give customers extra confidence
when picking up the phone to someone from Barclays."

Absa launch campaign for new ChatBanking
feature
(South Africa)
Absa launched ChatBanking on WhatsApp in July this year and is
now promoting the service through a campaign headlined by a TV
spot in which the central character called Themba goes about his life,
while effortlessly popping into the WhatsApp ChatBanking window.
He mingles with friends, makes plans and even rescues his
relationship with his girlfriend, all by using ChatBanking.
The campaign also includes, radio, digital banners, out of home and
social media.
Watch the TV spot here.
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Maybank unveils first-of-its-kind digital financial planning tools
(Malaysia)
Maybank has introduced digital financial planning tools via its Maybank2U digital platform to help enable customers to plan
their savings, monitor their insurance and keep up-to-date on their financial goals.
Maybank claims it’s the first-of-its-kind in Malaysia with planning tools including a goal savings plan, spending tracker and
an insurance dashboard.
The goal savings plan allows customers to segment
their money into up to 5 'goals' without having to create
separate accounts. Customers can set a fixed monthly
contribution to a goal to be debited from their principal
account.

KB Financial and Samsung jointly
launch banking-specific smartphone
(South Korea)
KB Financial has joined with Samsung to introduce a
smartphone with exclusive apps for KB financial services
ranging from simplified money transfer to stock trading.
According to KB Financial with the Galaxy KB Star loaded
with KB Square app, its users can check their bank
accounts and transfer money at their fingertips. The
smartphone will also allow its users to have easy access
to other financial services of KB Financial Group’s seven
affiliates including bank, brokerage, non-life insurance
and card companies.
One standout feature is speedy money transfer from the
lock screen with users able to instantly transfer money by
touching and dragging the KB icon on the right-hand side
of the locked screen, which will lead to KB Star Banking’s
money transfer display. When
users drag the Galaxy KB Star
icon on the right-hand side, they
will see an Edge menu offering
various KB Financial services.
Users also will be able to view
bank statements and latest
information of financial products.
Galaxy KB Star smartphone can
be purchased online at each
of KB Financial Group affiliates’
homepages.

The spending tracker feature allows customers to track
spending from their debit and credit card and view by
category and timeline.

The insurance dashboard allows customers to view
their purchased Etiqa Takaful Life and General
Insurance policies in a single dashboard, giving them
an overview of their protection plans.
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Sberbank launches mobile banking
app for children and parents
(Russia)

Tinkoff Bank adds movie ticket bookings to
mobile app
(Russia)

Sberbank is launching a mobile app called SberKids,
which will be available from the AppStore and
Google Play, from September 1st.
The app will teach children to manage their pocket
money and help parents monitor their children’s
spending.

Tinkoff Bank has added movie ticket bookings to its mobile
app. With more than 300 participating movie theatres in 90 cities
across Russia. The new feature is available to the Bank’s customers
in the Entertainment section of the Payments menu.
Showtimes can be searched by the name of the movie or the movie
theatre. The app also features a What’s On guide, ratings and
trailers of new releases, as well as those coming soon.
To buy a ticket, users just need to choose the movie, the showtime
and seats.
Movie ticket bookings have been launched in partnership with the
Kinokhod booking service, and available directly via Tinkoff’s mobile
app.
The movie ticket function follows the app’s restaurant booking
service.

With SberKids, parents can:
• Create a virtual prepaid card for their child.
• Instantly transfer pocket money to the card.
• See what the child is spending money on and set
limits for them.
• View the child’s wish list.
Children can use the app to:
• Use their mobile phone to buy things in shops.
• Receive money from their parents.
• Save up for dream purchases.
• Create a wishlist that their parents can view.
• Accumulate and spend Thank You bonuses and
receive gifts from the programme’s partners.
In addition, SberKids features a special section with
tips on how to earn, spend and save money, which
will help children improve their financial literacy.
SberKids has a number of limits that prevent its
young users from spending irrationally:
• There is a maximum single spending/top-up limit
of 15,000 roubles.
• The maximum monthly turnover for the card is
40,000 roubles.
• Children cannot transfer money to other people.
• Cash withdrawal and making purchases in
foreign shops are blocked.
The app is only available to parents who use
Sberbank Online and their children.

Standard Chartered opening digital only banks
Standard Chartered has launched its first digital only bank in Côte
d’Ivoire—where it has no branches.
If successful in Côte d’Ivoire, Standard Chartered is expected to
replicate the digital bank model in other major African markets as
well as in Asia.
Standard Chartered is also going ahead with plans to set up a digital
bank in Hong Kong, submitting license application.

HSBC plans digital bank to counter online rivals
HSBC is apparently close to launching a new digital bank known
internally as “Project Iceberg” in a move to sink new competition
from online upstarts.
According to a report in the Telegraph, the bank has recruited more
than 100 people to guide the project to launch.
A "source close to HSBC" told the Telegraph that the stand-alone
digital bank could launch as early as this year in beta testing mode.
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TMB introduce Thailand’s first payment chip
TMB has introduced ‘TMB WAVE’, Thailand’s first contactless
payment chip, which is supported by Visa with customers able
to get the chip from September 1st. The flexible chip can be
attached easily to basically any item such as mobile phone and
wristwatch, or as shown in the launch video spot a baseball
cap, then used for contactless payments in most countries
worldwide.
There is a purchase limited of 1,500 Baht (about US$45) with a
daily limit of 10,000 Baht (about US$305) and customers can
implement their own lesser limit if they wish via the TMB Touch
app. Every transaction made with the chip is followed up with
an SMS alert. In case of loss the chip can be deactivated via
the TMB Touch app.
Customers can get a chip immediately on visiting a TMB branch
and new customers need to open a TMB All Free account.
To promote the launch of the chip until October 31 users can
earn double WOW reward points for every transaction made by
TMB WAVE. Movie lovers will also enjoy the benefit of ‘buy 1,
get 1 free’ and a free combo set of popcorn & soft drink when
purchasing a movie ticket at Major Cineplex.
Watch the launch video spot here.
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KBC provides instant replacement for
lost, stolen cards with revamped app
(Ireland)
KBC Bank Ireland has updated its apps so that users
can report a stolen card and be issued with an
immediate digital replacement.
The bank said the newly improved app allows users to
access 85% of functions within one touch.
Common banking functions such as reporting lost or
stolen cards, travel notifications, PIN reissues and the
opening of new accounts, can all be carried out via the
revamped app.
The digitally provisioned card, which mirror the physical
version in every way, allows debit Visa transactions up
to €2,500, and credit card transactions up to €10,000.
“We found that nearly one in two customers contact our
helpline annually about possible lost or stolen cards
and this causes a lot of anxiety. With the updated app,
customers can just halt their cards and replace them in
an instant and have uninterrupted service rather than
having to get access to emergency cash” said Eddie
Dillon, director of innovation at KBC Bank Ireland.
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Use Zelle to quickly pay friends back and avoid an
unpleasant surprise
(USA)
Promoting the Zelle person-to-person payments feature available now
through FirstBank’s app, a humorous TV spot highlights why you’ll want to
promptly pay your friends back before they instead come up with a prank to
pay
you back! Pranks
include slippers nailed
to the floor, powder
inside
a hairdryer,
a confetti
car bomb
and hens overrunning
an office.
Watch the spot here.

Standard Chartered pushing Apple Pay usage with
cashback offer
(Singapore)
Until October 15th 2018 Standard Chartered Bank is giving Apple Pay users
$5 cashback with every 5 Apple Pay transactions with registered Standard
Chartered credit cards.
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Barclays app now lets
customers see accounts from
banks
(UK)
Barclays has introduced a feature so
customers can view current accounts from
several other banks within its mobile app.
Customers who have a personal or
business current account with Lloyds,
Halifax, Bank of Scotland, RBS, NatWest,
Nationwide or Santander can now choose
to view their balances and transactions
when they log into the Barclays app. More
banks will soon be added.
Barclays claims that it is the first to let Brits
see their accounts from other providers
from within its main app. HSBC rolled out
a similar feature in May 2018 called
Connected Money (see May report) but is
only via the Connected Money app.
The Barclays service uses the industryapproved Open Banking API to ensure
that customers’ accounts are linked into
the app securely, without them ever
needing to give out their other banks’
usernames or passwords. Customers will
also be able to view all their data
permission history.
To set up the feature, customers select
their other bank from within the Barclays
app, at which point they will be securely
redirected to their other bank’s app or
online banking page to choose which
accounts they would like to connect. They
can choose to switch off access instantly
within the Barclays app.
Watch the introductory video here.
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In Australian-first ANZ launches smart
device ATM access
ANZ has announced a new way for customers to access cash
on the go, using only their smartphone or watch at 2,400 ATMs
across Australia.
ANZ customers will be able to withdraw cash from ANZ ATMs
using their preferred mobile payments device instead of plastic
cards across the bank’s entire range of mobile payments: Apple
Pay, Samsung Pay, Google Pay, Gamin Pay and Fitbit Pay.
ANZ Wallets@ATM is the latest wave in mobile payments
evolution focused on both convenience and security.
Customers simply wave their mobile
payments device over the contactless
reader of an ANZ ATM, select the
eligible card, and enter their four
digit pin to access their banking.
This latest feature also means
customers can complete all ATM
activities with their smartphone or
watch; cash withdrawals, PIN
change, deposit at SMART ATM,
account transfers and balance
enquiries.
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BBVA Compass Mobile Banking App
adds budgeting and spend tracking
tools in latest release
(USA)
BBVA Compass’s latest app update integrates BBVA
Compass Financial Tools, already available in online
banking, that helps clients track spending and manage
budgets including accounts from other brands.
The tools presently available to customers in mobile
include:
•
Spending: Clients can see the percentages of
their spending as it pertains to each transaction
category. If they tap on a section, they will see
how much they spent in each category.
•
Budgets: A chart that shows clients' monthly
budget. Budget categories change color from
green to yellow and red if the client exceeds set
spending limits. The visual approach is
designed to quickly convey targeted spending
and progress toward monthly budget.
•
Accounts: Allows clients to link and manage
their external financial accounts so they can
view their full financial life in one place. Clients
can link everything from checking, savings and
money markets to investments, credit cards,
insurance, property and more from virtually any
financial institution.
BBVA is promoting these updates with a series of 10
new commercials in the Birmingham market. Each
commercial fronted by actress Sarah Pribis – a a
Broadway veteran, is also a host of the viral mobile
app, HQ Trivia – describe a new feature. With terms
including "apportunity," a play on the bank's brand
promise of "creating opportunities," "appealing" and
"appreciate" displayed on the screen, the
advertisements succinctly describe the app's new
abilities and its positive evolution.
"Imagine the opportunity to apply for a bank account
just by tapping on a handy green button," says Pribis in
one of the spots. "With the BBVA Compass Mobile
Banking App, you can do just that. Apply for a
checking account. Credit card. CD. Even a personal
loan." Clients can use the so-called green button on
the homepage of the Mobile Banking App to apply for
new banking products, including checking and savings
accounts and money markets.
Watch the TV spots here.

PERSONAL BANKING
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Chase Sapphire: New checking account offers credit-card-like perks
(USA)
On August 27th Chase introduced Sapphire banking, its credit card brand, to checking accounts. Chase Premier Platinum
Checking customers will be automatically transitioned to Sapphire Banking accounts.
Sapphire Banking sits just below the bank’s top-tier Chase Private Client program, which requires at least $250,000 in
qualifying deposits and investments parked with Chase.
Transitioning Premier Platinum customers will keep the same account number, checks, ATM/debit card, PIN and limits.
The main benefits of holding a Sapphire Banking checking account are no ATM fees worldwide, no fees for foreign

exchange adjustments on ATM withdrawals or debit card purchases and no fees on outgoing wire transfers. Sapphire
Banking customers will also get unlimited free stock and ETF trades through ‘You Invest’, the new digital investing service
from JP Morgan (see page 17).
There’s a monthly service fee of $25 for Sapphire Banking for those customers will less than an average balance of $75,000
in qualifying deposits and investments.
Sapphire Banking customers will get access to special experiences, including access to lounges at concerts and sporting
events, as well as early ticket sales and special seating for a variety of events.
Chase said existing Sapphire credit-card holders will be able in October 2018 to earn 60,000 Ultimate Reward points (a
value of roughly US$900) if they bring in $75,000 in deposits and investments and open or upgrade to a Sapphire Banking
account.
The high minimum balance must be maintained for 90 days for clients to earn the reward points.
As of September 15th 2018, no advertising yet in market.

CIBC Global Money Transfer in campaign aiming to be more culturally relatable
(Canada)
CIBC has launched a new campaign for its Global Money Transfer service with the creative showing a split screen with
money, symbolised by a paper plane flying from the member in Canada to a recipient in their past country.
The campaign appearing on TV, radio, print and OOH, in English and other community-specific languages, does not use the
bank’s mascot, Percy the Penguin, instead using actors that should relate their audience.
The Global Money Transfer service launched in 2015 and is the tagged as the only no-fee remittance service in Canada.
The creative and voice-over emphasize the fact that money transfers overseas with CIBC are received quickly and come
with no additional or surprise fees.
Watch a spot here (screen shot below left. Print ad below right).

PERSONAL BANKING
DEPOSITS
Meethaq launch Hibati savings
scheme
(Oman)
Meethaq, the Islamic banking arm of Bank Muscat
has launched a savings prize scheme offering the
largest number of prizes (5,340) in the Islamic
banking segment.
The Sharia’a-compliant Meethaq Hibati Prize
Savings Account offers over RO 1mn to be won in
weekly, monthly and annual cash prizes as Hiba or
gift from the bank.
The underlying Sharia’a principle of Meethaq Hibati
Savings account is an unrestricted Mudarabah
contract. The prizes are offered as Hiba or gift from
Meethaq to customers out of the Mudarib share of
Meethaq or paid by the shareholders. The prizes are
over and above the profit share of investment
account holders in the general Mudarabah pool.
Customers will be eligible for the monthly
Mudarabah profit as per the declared weightage.
A TV spot promoting the savings scheme can be
seen here (Arabic language).
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Boursorama highlights annoyance of banner
ads in movie-trailer parody promoting new
customer welcome bonus
(France)
Boursorama has bravely faced up to the questionable efficacy of
banner ads by turning a man who dares to click on an online
banner ad into a Hollywood hero.
To promote a €130 welcome bonus for new customers who click on
its ‘Pink Weekend’ banner ad until 11th September, Boursorama
ran a spot pointing to people’s lack of engagement with banner ads
through a parody of a new movie trailer ad. The film ‘The Man
Who Clicked on a Banner Ad’ has all the trappings of a high-action
movie trailer in which an “ordinary man” is revealed as someone
who just wanted to click on a banner ad.
The Hollywood voiceover declares he is “a man who saw what noone else wanted to see, a man who dared to do what no-one else
wanted to do and who dared to confront what the whole world was
running from”.
The bank noted that the use of ad blockers has rocketed and in
2018, the average display advertising clickthrough rate stands at
0.14%.
Watch the spot here.
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FinTech pays more interest for increased
user engagement
(USA)

Chase courts college crowd with HQ
Trivia's Scott Rogowsky
(USA)

An account that pays 200 times more than its
competitors? That's the promise that Beam, an American
start-up, has on its homepage (below).

As reported in AdAge, as college students head back to
school this month, some of them might see a familiar
face at the ATM or in their bank branch. Chase has
teamed up with Scott Rogowsky of HQ Trivia fame (Scott
Rogowsky is a comedian and host of mobile game show
HQ Trivia, which draws millions of people twice a day for
the chance to win cash) on a new campaign targeted
toward the hard-to-reach Gen Z crowd.

Beam states that this is possible because it: (A) doesn’t
have the costs associated with a traditional bank and even
online banks’ operating costs; (B) it is less greedy than
other firms as banks also often earn up to 4–5% a year but
only pay a tiny part back as interest to its customers
whereas Beam “don’t like being greedy, [so] means that
Beam is able to pass on greater savings and rewards to
you.”
What is most distinctive however is what Beam terms
“Billies.” The base rate for the Beam account is 2% a year,
compounded and paid by Beam daily. But, customers can
boost the rate up to 4% (although according to reports this is
almost impossible to achieve) or more through collecting
free “boosts” (what Beam terms as a “Billie”) that arrive daily
between 6 and 7PM. Users must claim their Billie by
logging into the app in that hour. If they don’t login and claim
their Billie, the Billie disappears.
The second way to get interest boosts is for every customer
referral a customer makes, they earn three Billies.
Funds deposited with Beam are held by an FDIC-insured
bank partner.

HSBC (UK) brings
back student offer
for 2018 of 12
months Amazon
prime subscription
for opening an
HSBC Student
Bank Account and
an Amazon gift
card but has
increased it to £80
from £60 used in
2016/7.

"If it's not fun, interesting or interactive, it's really hard to
connect with these college students," says Donna Vieira,
chief marketing officer of Chase's consumer bank. To get
on their radar, the bank filmed Rogowsky interacting with
students through ATM screens at the University of
Southern California. The resulting confusion, along with
his financial tips, is featured in a digital campaign. Chase
is pushing out video and other assets in social media
and on its student site, and Rogowsky will appear in
Chase's bank branches and bookstores (sometimes in
person) at select locations.

For Chase, tapping Rogowsky, the star of the one-yearold runaway hit trivia game, could help the brand gain
momentum over the competition with the college cohort.
Vieira says that Chase is showcasing its banking
products for college kids in one package, and will also be
highlighting its peer-to-peer payment offering Zelle.
While she declined to specify a budget, she notes that
Chase is spending "more financial resources" on the
Rogowsky campaign than it has historically devoted to a
back-to-school effort.

Original Source: AdAge [link]. Edited by Otaara for
relevance and brevity
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Select Deposits Print Ads
Double page ad from NatWest describing new Personal
savings rates following on from The Bank of England’s
raising the base rate.
Ad is only one we’ve seen from major British bank
highlighting the rate change.
It’s interesting the bank decided to keep the ad clear of
any obvious advertising messaging. This may have
been done intentionally to portray a sense of NatWest
being a factual, transparent and no-nonsense bank.

National Bank has started advertising for a
switching deal offering up to $400 on opening a
new National Bank account before Oct 31, 2018.
To get the $400 customers need to open a
chequing account and choose a banking
package, add the direct deposit option to double
your cashback and get an additional $50 when
you add a High Interest Savings Account with
$5000+ over a min. 60 days.

UK

This eye-catching $700 offer is limited time offer until
September 30, 2018. Comprised of $500 cash back when
you open an account with min deposit (depends on account),
$100 of rewards when apply for credit card and enrol in
rewards program, $100 cash back when set up recurring
payroll within 3 months of opening HSBC Chequing Account.

Canada

Canada

Canada

HSBC Advance promoting no
monthly fees as long as $5,000 in
either chequing or savings or
RRSPs or TFSAs

PERSONAL BANKING
CARDS
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World-first as Citi and Spotify partner on Pay with Points in Asia
(Asia)
Citi credit card users in Malaysia, Singapore, Philippines, Hong Kong and Taiwan can use their credit card points or miles
for instant redemptions on their Spotify Premium subscriptions.
Sergio Zanatti, head, card and unsecured loans, Asia Pacific, Citi, says: "By partnering with Spotify, we further expand our
presence in digital ecosystems where our customers are active while continuing to increase the value that our credit card
points and miles offer."

Revolut launches metal card with cryptocurrency cashback
Revolut is launching a new metal card that in addition to the new card and existing premium benefits, customers can claim
cashback on all spending in the currency of their choice (EUR, USD, GBP)
as well as some cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin, Litecoin, and Ether.
The card costs £12.99 a month, or £120 a year, nearly double the
£6.99 a month cost of Revolut’s basic premium subscription.
Cashback earnt is 0.1% (hardly an incentive!) in Europe and 1.0% outside of
Europe on your card payments.
Customers will get up to £600 per month in free international ATM withdrawals
and a dedicated concierge service for booking things like flights and festival
tickets. Unlimited foreign exchange, free international money transfers, 24/7
priority customer support and overseas travel insurance are all also included.
View the product webpage here.

Ahlibank gives credit cardholders chance to win
back school fees
(Qatar)
Ahlibank has launched a campaign for all Ahlibank credit cardholders,
offering them a chance to win the fees back when paying school or
college fees with their Ahlibank credit card, up to a maximum amount
QR25,000 from August 26, 2018 till October 31, 2018.
The more they spend on school fees, the more are their chances of
winning with credit cardholders qualifing for the draw for every QR500 with
three chances when they pay abroad, two chances for online transactions,
one chance when they pay in Qatar and 10 bonus chances when they
apply for a new credit card and pay the school or college fees using their
new credit cards. Four winners will win the school/college fees paid.

DBS launches credit card
with fashion designer design,
8.88% limited time cashback,
and discount on vending
machine purchases
(Taiwan)

DBS Bank Taiwan has introduced a credit
card targeting young Taiwanese. The “Live
Fresh” card provide users with cash
rebates of 2.5% for overseas purchases
and 1.2% for domestic transactions
although the headline for the launch is that
cardholders can receive cash rebates of
up to 8.88%, with a monthly cap of
NT$500, through the end of October.
The card features designs by Singaporean
sneaker artist and street-wear designer
Mark Ong (王衛國).
Cardholders also receive a 10% discount
on transactions at OK Mini, vending
machines at the convenience store chain
OK Mart.
Watch the TV spot here.
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Introducing the re-launched Wells Fargo Propel Card with cell phone protection
and 3X rewards on purchases including streaming services
Digital Ad
(USA)
Wells Fargo brought back a new version of their Propel Amex card this
summer that is based on three pillars: No annual fee, generous rewards,
and a generous sign up bonus.
With the Wells Fargo brand having been significantly tarnished by scandals
over the last 18 months it is excellent time for a compelling card
proposition.
New Propel Amex cardholders as shown in this digital ad receive 30,000
bonus points after they spend $3,000 in the first three months, 3X rewards
on popular categories such as travel, dining, gas station purchases and
even select streaming services such as Netflix, Spotify Premium, Apple
Music and also cell phone insurance protection.
Watch a launch TV spot here.
TV Spot Screenshots

Product Page Chart

Capital One’s relaunch dining and entertainment focused Savor card
(USA)
Capital One revamped its dining rewards focused card, the Savor card, in August. The new Capital One Savor card is
currently offering a sign-up bonus of $500 in bonus cash back after spending $3,000 in purchases in the first three months
after opening the account. The cards also comes with enhance earning rates of 4% cash back on dining and entertainment
purchases, 2% cash back on groceries and 1% cash back on all other purchases. All of these categories are unlimited. It
carries a $95 annual fee after the first year.
To promote the new Savor card Capital One is introduced an advertising campaign called “Go Out. Cash In.” which features
real families, real couples, real groups of friends are shown having fun helped through seamless using their Savor rewards
in three TV spots (The Kids Are Alright, The Crew, You And Me)
The integrated campaign, connects the Savor card beyond the act of just paying, to the act of enjoying a night out using real
life couples, families and groups of friends.
Print, digital, social media and radio will also run alongside TV.
Watch the spots here.
Screen shots from ‘The Kids Are Alright’ spot

PERSONAL BANKING
LOANS
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Starling Bank builds “a smarter kind of personal loan”
(UK)
Starling Bank has launched its first lending product with a unique feature that allows customers to select a purchase
they’ve already made from your bank account, and retrospectively spread the cost with a loan.
Loans are available only to banking customers with
loans and overdrafts linked, meaning that the maximum
loan a customer can get will be the equivalent of their
remaining overdraft. For example for a customer with
£2000 left to spend out of a £4000 overdraft, can turn
anything up to £2000 into a loan, then Starling will
reduce their overdraft by whatever they’ve borrowed
then increase it up again when the loan is repaid.
Starling says “Our personal loan can actually work
out better for you; it has a lower interest rate than an
overdraft so you should end up paying less for
whatever you borrow.”
Loans are available for one, two or three years, and
there are no early repayment charges.
Watch the ‘Spread your cost’ introductory video here.

Find out about Fromo
(UK)
You’ve probably heard of FOMO (Fear Of Missing Out)
but what is FrOMO? It’s the Frustration Of Missing Out.
As Shawbrook Bank goes on to explain: 'the feeling of
anger and disappointment you get when you miss out
on the advertised price when shopping online.’
[Shawbrook] found that almost three-quarters*of
people admitted to getting FrOMO because of ‘teaser’
pricing advertised by brands online.
This relates to Personal Loans as “a recent report
conducted by the Centre of economics and business
research (Cebr) found that UK borrowers feel misled by
advertised ‘Representative’ APRs on personal loans.
While the representative rates advertised by leading
UK lenders for the average loan value (of £9,000)
range from 2.8% to 4.9%, the actual average APR paid
by a borrower for a fixed rate personal loan is 7.3%.
See the Shawbrook product page here.

U.S. Bank provides loan option for short funding needs
(USA)
U.S. Bank has introduced a new loan program aimed people who need to borrow several hundred dollars for a few months,
typically needing to go to payday lenders— and pay very high interest rates.
The online Simple Loan product allows borrowers to take out loans of $100 to $1,000 with the borrower required to pay the
loan back over three monthly installment payments.
Annualized interest rates for the three-month loans
however still have an annual percentage rate (APR)
of 70% to 88% which is well over the 36% APR cap
that consumer advocates and civil rights organizations
recommend. On the bank’s product webpage
it does caution that the it is a “high cost loan.”
The interest rates apparently will reflect the risk of
borrowers not paying back loans.
Borrowers must be U.S. Bank customers for at least
six months and pass credit and other eligibility checks.
Each customer can obtain only one loan at a time.
After repayment, there is a 30-day waiting period
before a customer can seek another small loan.
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OCBC Bank launches SE Asia’s first roboinvestment platform
(Singapore)

DBS launch Wealth Chat service on
WhatsApp, WeChat
(Singapore)

OCBC Bank has rolled out RoboInvest, to its retail customers,
targeting 25-40 year olds.
OCBC RoboInvest, the first robo-investor service in South East
Asia, requires a minimum investment of S$3,500, offers 28
portfolios of equities and exchange traded funds across six
markets with automatic re-balancing and user alerts to changing
economic indicators.
OCBC says costs are a fraction of traditional investment
management fees: 1.5% annually for assets under management
of up to S$50,000, rising to one percent for portfolios above
that.
Customers have a dashboard to see how their investments are
performing and can withdraw or add on to them at any point. It
also provides e-mail alerts so that users can approve the
The launch follows a pilot in place from March to December
2017 which OCBC says confirmed that investors between the
ages of 25 to 40 years old have no reservations embracing
“self-service” investing as long as the investment portfolios are
in line with their investment preferences and match their risk
profiles.

DBS unveiled a service known as Wealth Chat that will
allow clients to interact with their relationship
managers on WeChat and WhatsApp.
It will initially provide content such as investment
reports and research insights, with services such as
trade placement to be added progressively next year,
the bank said.
DBS said chat records between its relationship
managers and clients will be archived and the service
will meet compliance
standards.
"Our aim is to provide
banking services that
are embedded in our
customers' everyday
lives, while maintaining
client privacy and
keeping to our rigorous
security requirements,"
said Ms Tan Su Shan,
DBS' group head of
consumer banking and
wealth management.

DBS Hong Kong campaign
underlines that retirement is 20 years
on no-pay
DBS Hong Kong has launched a new integrated
campaign to encourage people to consider the length
of retirement and so to start planning their retirement
early.
Called “Twenty Years of No-Pay Leave”, the
campaign is headlined by celebrities Pal Sinn and
Paisley Hu. A video spot uses a movie-trailer style
The campaign includes a 30-second TV commercial,
outdoor placements, content across different social
channels, and in-branch communication at DBS Hong
Kong locations.
Watch the spot here (Chinese only).
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JP Morgan Chase launch You Invest with free trades
(USA)
JPMorgan Chase launched You Invest, a U.S. digital
investment platform offering all customers 100 commissionfree online stock and ETF trades and the opportunity to earn
unlimited commission-free trading.
You Invest is available within the Chase and J.P. Morgan
mobile apps and websites, including Chase.com,
You Invest is helping eliminate barriers to investing by
offering $0 account minimums, $0 minimums on J.P. Morgan
funds and hundreds of others, and commission-free online
stock and ETF trading. The number of available free trades
increases based on a customer's Chase relationship, from
100 free trades every year for Premier Plus Banking, to
unlimited free trades for Sapphire Banking and Chase
Private Client.
Customers can open an account in three minutes and transfer funds between their Chase accounts in real-time. A Portfolio
Builder tool assesses an investor’s risk tolerance, and helps them design and invest a diversified portfolio of stocks and ETFs.
Customers also have access to J.P. Morgan’s equity You Invest will unveil its digital advice offering, You Invest Portfolios, in
January 2019 with a waitlist available on the Chase.com website. Margin, options and other capabilities for long-term
investors will be available in 2019.

HSBC Singapore to roll out new education-focused banking solutions
HSBC Singapore is widening its education proposition through the launch of new banking solutions applicable to its highnet-worth clients.
In addition to its endowment savings plan, Savings Protector, HSBC says it will soon introduce FX App and Multicurrency
Debit Card, which are expected to be particularly useful to millennials planning to study overseas.
FX App enable parents to remotely manage their mid-to-long-term foreign currency and remittance needs; and
Multicurrency Debit Card allows customers to transact in nine different currencies without being subject to exchange rate
margin.
Currently, HSBC Singapore supports parents across their children’s education lifecycle including education savings plans;
access to overseas banking; access to on-the-ground relationship managers across 66 markets or territories; and the
ability to internationally transfer money to children’s domestic and overseas accounts in real-time.

OCBC present emotionally revealing campaign for Life Goals: Imperfect Journeys
(Singapore)
OCBC in looking to promote its Life
Goals program has launched a new
campaign led by renowned
Singaporean comedian Gurmit Singh.
Called “Imperfect Journeys”, the
campaign sees the popular and
publicly jovial Singh revealing his
untold story led through an emotional
three-minute film showing his struggles
and reactions to the past events of his
life, such as the pain of the death of his
parents – a side that the general public
has never seen.
Through the campaign, OCBC looks to
showcase how its Life Goals financial
planning programme can help
customers keep on track through the
“twists and turns of life”.
In addition to digital, the campaign also
runs on TV, cinema, social media, print
and outdoor advertising.
Watch the spot here.

BUSINESS BANKING
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UOB, Synagie partner to help SMEs
better manage online sales channels
(Singapore, Malaysia)
United Overseas Bank (UOB) is giving its SME clients
preferential access to the e-commerce solutions of newly
listed Synagie Corp in a partnership between the two
companies.
The new agreement will allow UOB's SME customers to
manage their online sales channels more effectively for
business growth, the two companies said in a press
statement.
The solutions under the deal include Synagie's
Synagie.com, a cloud-based platform that enables
businesses to integrate their sales and distribution in
Singapore and Malaysia across multiple e-marketplaces
such as Lazada, Qoo10 and Shopee, as well as offline
channels, using a single dashboard.
Synagie will also offer on-demand warehousing and
fulfilment services on a pay-per-use basis. With Synagie's
solutions, SMEs can manage their e-commerce
processes centrally and more cost efficiently, the
companies said.
They added that SMEs will be able to get an overview of
their customer demand and cash flow, and a more
"effective reconciliation of their financial accounts", that
will in turn enhance their ability to obtain financing more
quickly.
Said Choo Kee Siong, head of enterprise banking at
UOB: "As more SMEs turn to e-commerce to increase
their product sales, we want to help them untangle the
complexities of managing their inventory levels, and
customer order deliveries across multiple sales channels
and across borders."
In addition, Synagie.com will provide real-time big data
analytics tools to help businesses better understand their
customers' preferences, and identify marketing
opportunities.
To encourage SMEs' adoption of Synagie's solutions,
UOB's clients can enjoy up to $2,500 worth of benefits
including a three-month complimentary subscription to
Synagie.com with free warehouse storage, the
companies said.
There are also plans to extend this collaboration
regionally, with the launch in Malaysia expected by the
year-end, followed by Thailand, Vietnam and Indonesia.

HSBC Singapore and India roll out
accelerator programme for SMEs
HSBC Singapore has launched an exclusive full suite of
banking services and tailored solutions to select SMEs
according to a statement under the brand name ‘HSBC
Pioneer.’
Operating on a per invitation basis, Pioneer is expected to
provide tailored business solutions, flexibility, support and
expertise for SMEs who are not able to access banking
services often afforded to large multinational firms.
“Pioneer is essentially HSBC’s accelerator programme for
promising and ambitious small and medium enterprise
enabling them to grow beyond Singapore’s borders and scale
new heights.” Ng Li Lian, head of HSBC Singapore’s business
banking said in a statement.
Pioneer's proposition provides members with:
•
Delivery of our service promise: An experienced
Relationship Manager and dedicated access to HSBC's
Cash Management and Trade specialists
•
Access to funding: Flexible funding options, including
extended trade facilities and corporate banking cards
•
Building connections and knowledge: Access to
exclusive networking seminars, client events and HSBC
specialists and insights
•
Growing internationally: Support for international
growth, leveraging our global network in 54 markets
•
Recognising the individual: Access to wealth
management solutions for eligible individuals, in
coordination with HSBC Private Banking
View the HSBC Pioneer product page here.

BUSINESS BANKING
CommBank launches latest version of Daily IQ
insights platform
(Australia)
Commonwealth Bank says businesses across Australia now have
access to new, online data-driven tools that provide practical
insights to enhance their performance and productivity with the
launch of its Daily IQ 3.0 data insights platform.
The latest release of Daily IQ is targeted at SMEs and institutional
businesses and designed to provide them with personalised
insights into their cash flow, their performance against the industry,
as well as the purchasing behaviours of existing customers
including repeat purchases, average spend, age and location.
Daily IQ 3.0 is integrated within the existing functionality of
Commonwealth Bank’s online banking portal, NetBank, and
business banking platform, CommBiz, and is now available to all
eligible CBA business customers.
Commonwealth Bank lists two new features built into the latest
version of Daily IQ, as well as enhancements to provide clients with
more insights, including:
• The Local Economic Impact (LEI) tool gives business owners
insight into the success or impact of a local event by comparing
consumer spending. With insights derived from aggregated
card transactions via CommBank merchant facilities, LEI
provides insight into changes in average daily sales, transaction
volumes and transaction size, as well as the differences where
customers come from and their ages between the selected time
periods.
• The Interest Cost Forecast (ICF) tool enables clients to see how
interest rates have performed over the past seven years,
forecast the potential interest cost of their lending portfolio and
stress test changes to interest rates to identify possible risks
and opportunities.
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Print ad mentioning Daily IQ in small print

Bank of America Merrill Lynch
debut mobile wallets For Business
Cardholders
Bank of America Merrill Lynch is launching mobile
wallets specifically for business cardholders
starting this September. Mobile wallets will begin
to make its commercial clients’ lives easier through
faster, more secure and more efficient business
purchases while providing the same convenience
they have in their personal transactions.
Bank of America believes the addition of its mobile
wallets for commercial cardholders as new to the
industry.

Masthaven allows clients to set their own savings term
(UK)
Masthaven launched a business
savings account on September 12th
that allows business customers to
save between £5,000 and
£500,000 from six months to five
years, while choosing exactly when
their account matures through
Masthaven’s option to set their own
fixed term and manage their
maturity online. Check out the
functionality here.
This feature means the client can
choose and manage a product to fit
around their needs quickly and
efficiently.
“Our business customers won’t all
be the same – they’ll be living,
breathing organisations, which is
why our product blends technology
and human experience to deliver a
nuanced product that meets their
needs,” said Simon Furnell, CCO
Masthaven.

BUSINESS BANKING
ICICI Bank launches lending to MSMEs based
on their GST returns
(India)

ICICI Bank announced the launch of a new working capital
facility that enables MSMEs to get an overdraft based on the
turnover reported in their Good and Services Tax (GST) returns
of prior 6 months, and without any additional assessment of
balance sheets.
The ‘GST Business Loan’ is available to any MSME including
non-customers of ICICI Bank, up to Rs 1 crore. The OD is
amount is sanctioned up to 20% of the turnover reported in the
GST returns.

N26 launch premium business account
including insurance benefits
(Germany, Austria, France, Italy and Spain)
N26 has launched its premium business account N26
Business Black.
The creation of the account – which caters for freelancers
and self-employed individuals – followed customer feedback,
which revealed that most N26 business customers were
digital nomads.
The mobile bank also received numerous requests from N26
business users for a premium version of the account.
The account includes fee-free foreign currency withdrawals
and cashback of 0.1% on each transaction.
It also offers foreign travel insurance, including mobile phone
theft, ATM cash and purchase protection, and car rental
insurance.
Those who sign up within the first month of launch will be
able to use invoicing services from Debitoor and Zervant.
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ANZ reduces costs of contactless debit
purchases to 0.95% provided all card
transactions are settled into an ANZ
business account.
(New Zealand)

BUSINESS BANKING
ASB shines spotlight on progressive Kiwi
businesses
(New Zealand)
ASB is celebrating the inspirational, innovative and passionate
leadership of some well-known business in their latest
business banking campaign.
Focusing on the achievements of the business owners the
campaign is focused on how they measure progress, although
in our opinion this is rendered rather less insightful and
impactful in that they all suggest that “the way they measure
progress is by helping other people advance, and giving back
to their communities which is something we think is worth
celebrating” said Head of Business marketing Sumi King.
The ASB Business Banking campaign runs until the end of
October.
Watch a TV spot here.
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Commonwealth Bank promises to
help small businesses ‘keep their
beat’
(Australia)
In an effort to show that CommBank understands the
individualistic nature of businesses – and inherently
how CommBank can support their diverse needs, a
new campaign ‘For however you do business’
highlights the insight that no two businesses owners
work to the same rhythm, in a TV spot set to a
drummer’s score to emphasise that businesses march
to the beat of their own drum.
The campaign is set to run across TV, out-of-home,
radio, social and digital.
Watch the TV spot here.

Bank of America and Cornell launch free courses for
women entrepreneurs
(USA)
Cornell University and Bank of America are partnering to launch the
Bank of America Institute for Women’s Entrepreneurship with enrolment opening on September 5th.
The course is aimed at women starting and/or building emerging for-profit businesses. The guideline is 0-5 years but the
course is also relevant for a founder starting over or re-branding.
The target is to educate 5000 women in the next 4 years, with 200 in the pilot. There are no geographical boundaries, but
English fluency is vital.
The course lasts 12 weeks, but participants can self-pace and take breaks with a certificate upon completion.
The curriculum includes six courses including how to talk to a customer, developing core leadership skills and understanding
negotiation.
Cornell’s e-course will be limited to 100 students with instructors facilitating discussions between students and teacher in
groups of no more than 20 students.

INSTITUTIONAL BRAND
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Bankwest new positioning ‘Bank Less’ suits consumer sentiment and mirrors DBS
(Australia)
Bankwest creative with their new ‘Bank Less’ theme

Bankwest has launched a new brand positioning
called 'Bank Less' which they say will help
differentiate themselves in an increasingly
homogenised industry with exceptionally high
consumer distrust of banks in Australia. Essentially
no-one wants to bank more believes the bank. At
best, most consumers just want simple and
transparent banking that they can consider to be
fair. The Bank Less campaign is running in OOH,
press, digital and social, relying on strong headlines
in everyday language, such as Less BS. That’s
right, less Bank Stuff. Another notable element is
the rhyming tie-in of Bankwest with Bank less.
Most interestingly however for Otaara clients
looking at trends and global commonalities is that
this Bankwest positioning is basically identical to
DBS Bank’s new tagline ‘Live more, Bank less’
launched in May 2018 (see May report). There is
no overlap of bank footprints however.
Watch the Bankwest TV spot here.

DBS creative with their ‘Bank Less’ theme

INSTITUTIONAL BRAND
Standard Bank introduce Tweet Machine
in campaign to encourage positivity in
social media
(South Africa)
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American Express enters into three
custom content partnerships
(USA)

From August to October, Standard Bank has in place what
they term the Tweet Machine, a mobile container kitted out
with 3D printers and laser cutters, which will produce 1000
set square and ruler kits for grade 6 students. A kit is made
when a social media user post with the hashtag
#GoodFollowsGood. These social media posts will be fed to
a special micro-controller unit called a Raspberry Pi, which
will send the appropriate print commands to the 3D printers
and laser cutters housed inside the Standard Bank Tweet
Machine.

Visitors to the installation held over two three day periods in
Johannesburg will be able to view and contribute to building
the stationery by posting on social media and feeding directly
into the printers and laser cutters as they work.
The idea will be to kick-start a positive impact initiative on
social media by encouraging South Africans to tweet about
something positive using the #GoodFollowsGood hashtag.
“Our goal is to use the power of social media to illustrate that
everything you do sets something in motion. The Tweet
Machine activation is a live demonstration of positive words
having a positive impact, while at the same time creating
tangible education tools to benefit young learners,” said
Katlego Mahleka, Senior Manager, Brand at Standard Bank
Group.
After the campaign two of the three 3D printers will be
donated to an all-female black cooperative made up of
dependants of South African military veterans who will use
the 3D printers to establish an innovation and education
centre called InfoTech Café where entrepreneurs and
engineers can prototype design concepts for the purpose of
making proposals to potential investors.
The third printer will be used at the Standard Bank Incubator
to help small businesses develop concept prototypes.
Watch a video of the Tweet Machine campaign here.

Amex is partnering with Vox Media for the launch of
“The Goods by Vox” Presented by American Express.
The Goods by Vox intends to explain consumer culture
and help audiences better understand how purchases
reflect collective identity as a culture, as industries and
as individuals
The Goods by Vox is launching in partnership with
American Express. American Express and Vox
Creative, Vox Media’s branded content practice,
teamed up to create custom content that is rolling out
across The Goods by Vox began this September, and
will include a new branded Explainer series on the
experience economy beginning in October.
The Goods by Vox’s editorial team will publish a range
of news, features, ongoing series, videos and
Explainers each weekday. with an email newsletter
delivering The Goods by Vox content to subscribers’
inbox twice per week.
American Express is creating custom marketing and
advertising content that reads as editorial, with new
campaigns with Bustle, Buzzfeed, and Vox.
Amex is seeking meaningful impact with each
partnership to provide real value to millennials for which
Amex particularly want to promote their “Pay It Plan It”
feature.
With Buzzfeed Amex has two content areas: First,
they’ll be the exclusive launch partner of the new
Buzzfeed Reviews. They’ll also be the first sponsor of
Buzzfeed Tasty’s “Friend in Town” show, Buzzfeed’s
attempt at a tourism-and-food-and-experiences
travelogue show.
For Bustle, AmEx will have custom illustrated articles
with advice on making sound financial decisions, to be
coupled with digital banner ads.

INSTITUTIONAL BRAND
DBS take over charging stations advertising at airport
(Singapore)
DBS Bank was the first advertiser of JCDecaux Singapore new charging stations at Changi Airport.
Using about 100 units in departure gate hold rooms,
DBS ran advertisements for their “Live more, Bank less”
campaign from July to mark their 50th anniversary
and underline the markets where the bank has a
presence.
Karen Ngui, Managing Director of Group Strategic
Marketing and Communications at DBS Bank said,
“At DBS we are always on the lookout for opportunities
that allow us to be contextual and immersive with
messages relevant and relatable to our audiences.
JCDecaux’s new platform offered just that, enabling
us to engage with global travellers with contextual
and engaging quotes linked to travel or connectivity.”

HDFC Bank social campaign to prompt men to rethink their ‘protection’ of women
(India)
With Hindus around the world celebrating Raksha Bandhan on August 26th
-the religious festival celebrating love between siblings- in which Rakri
is generally symbolised with the tying of a red bracelet around the wrist of
a sibling which traditionally suggests when tied around the wrist of a man
it becomes his duty to protect the sister, HDFC Bank ran a social
#RakshaMatlabRokNahi campaign saying that maybe Raksha Bandhan
may have a larger meaning than ‘protecting’ your sister and that it’s time
men truly worked to understand a woman’s world.
Watch the video here.

P&N Bank suggests ‘We together’ is better than me
(Australia)
P&N Bank, a customer-owned bank in Western Australia has released
a new campaign based off their ‘Power of &’ brand positioning platform,
setting out to further demonstrate how P&N Bank’s customer-owned
model and collective philosophy benefits its customers rather then
distant shareholders. This message is expected to particular resonate
with consumers considering the negative press the large banks have
been receiving this year from the spotlight placed on them by The
Royal Commission.
The campaign in video and OOH uses the visual metaphor of a group
of people coming together to lift and support an individual.
Watch the ‘We is better for me, ethically’ TV spot here.
Watch the ‘We is better for me, digitally’ TV spot here.
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CAMPAIGN RESULTS: Kotak 811’S #IndiaInvited Campaign A Hit On Social Media
(India)
In the July 2018 report we highlighted the newly launched campaign from Kotak Mahindra Bank called #IndiaInvited for their
811 account (see TV spot here.).
The campaign builds on the insight of inclusiveness for everyone irrespective of personal or physical characteristics and
draws attention to how 811, just like a bench, does not discriminate against anyone and the messaging was led by the
Bollywood actor Ranveer Singh.
The digital campaign kicked-off with real stories of
people who have faced discrimination in the face of
opportunity. Every Indian who wanted to support the
cause, got a chance to participate by sharing the
frame with Ranveer Singh using a custom-made
Kotak 811 AR filter on Facebook. The idea was to
simplify participation for users.
The second phase of the campaign was heavily
content driven. The people were invited to share
their perspectives of how they could take inspiration
of non-discrimination, by emulating the bench in the
story by participating in the ‘Bench Ki Aatmakatha’
activity.
Entries poured in, in the form of poems, rap songs, spoken word
poetry, jokes, etc. and were judged by stand-up comedians
Sourabh Pant and Sonali Thakker. As a conclusion, Kotak 811
launched a unique digital bench called ‘The Bench of Unity’. A
digital community formed by over 2.5 lakh Indians who believe
that they can be the change the society needs to inculcate a
sense of inclusion. Stereotype-breakers like Bharti Singh and
Geeta Phogat were also a part of the initiative and became
members of the ‘Bench of Unity’.

The #IndiaInvited campaign got over 2.5 lakh Indians supporting
the ‘no judgements’ and ‘no discrimination’ movement while
fetching the brand the highest engagement in the category during
the period.
In terms of quantitative results:
• Reach during the period was 9.56 million
• Impressions were 702 million
• Engagement: 8,73,000
• Views: 15 million on Facebook
• Growth in engagement rate: 47%
• Kotak had a fan growth of 7%, highest amongst the category
during the campaign period.
• Kotak received the highest engagement during the campaign
amongst key competitors

Original Source: Buzz in Content [link]. Edited by Otaara.
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Chase courts tennis fans and mothers with Serena Williams motherhood video
(USA)
As part of their sponsorship of the US Open, Chase ran a new campaign starring Serena Williams in a film that sees Serena,
who became a mother in September 2017, moving from nursery to the tennis court set to the lyrics to LL Cool J’s Mama Said
Knock You Out.
According to a statement by Droga5, the agency behind the ad Droga5 "explores the duality of Serena Williams. A woman
who is simultaneously a nurturing mother and a ferocious athletic opponent."
Watch the spot here.
In addition to the TV campaign, at the event fans could participate in photo opportunities with US Open trophies, borrow a livevideo mobile charger that simultaneously charged their phones while offering a live feed of the day’s matches and answer a
single question on a “magic ATM,” which then dispensed a free prizes.
In addition, Chase customers who purchased tickets to select US Open sessions could reserve a spot in the Chase lounge,
where drinks and snacks were available.
Screenshots from TV spot

Live-video mobile charger

Frost Bank encouraging optimism in
campaign to improve physical, mental and
financial wellbeing
(USA)
Frost Bank has a social campaign in place called ‘Opt For
Optimism’ that is featured on the bank’s homepage and links
through to a robust multi-page campaign website.
Frost says it is trying to motivate optimism as when people feel
optimistic, they’re more likely to experience better physical,
emotional and even financial well-being.
The campaign centers around a 30-Day
Optimism Challenge which requires people
to sign up to receive a daily email
containing an idea for a positive act. It
also asks people to pledge to do an act.
As of September 25th 270,000 acts of
optimism have been pledged.
Another feature of the campaign includes
giving out a special Frost cash card with a
note asking the recipient to use the money
on a random act of kindness.
The campaigns ties in to the bank’s brand
platform of ‘We can do great things
together.’

INSTITUTIONAL BRAND
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HSBC lays out a Welcome Matt
(Canada)
Canadian travellers, newcomers, international students and visitors are being welcomed home by the world’s largest welcome
mat rolled out near Canada’s busiest airport, Toronto Pearson International Airport. About the size of two football fields
(85,000 square feet) and made of eco-friendly and reusable materials, the mat was commissioned by HSBC Bank Canada to
celebrate and “welcome home” some of the millions1 of vacationing Canadians, 300,000 newcomers (see newcomers
webpage here) arriving every year and almost 20 million international visitors.
The HSBC Welcome Mat complements HSBC’s longstanding sponsorship and branding of 94 kilometres of airport jet ways
around the world, including in Toronto, Vancouver, Montreal and Calgary.
Larry Tomei of HSBC Bank Canada said “the aim is to delight and welcome you to Canada. As Canada’s leading international
bank with a presence in 67 countries and territories, we are incredibly proud to be the bank of choice to many Canadians,
travellers, newcomers, and visitors.”
The campaign also includes a social and traditional media, including and a full-page advertorial in StarMetro.
Watch the spot here.

Peoples Bank launch ‘Pay It Forward Pigs’
contest
(USA)
As a follow-up to last summer’s Pigs in the Park contest,
Peoples Bank scattered 173 piggybanks containing a total of
over $5,000 in cash as part of a new “Pay it Forward Pigs,”
campaign focused on saving and giving back.
35 pigs were originally placed near the bank’s five branches.
Each pig contains $30; $15 for the finder and $15 to make
someone else’s day better.
Clues for where the pigs were hidden were shared on the
Peoples Bank Instagram account (@peoplesbankwa), and many
pigs will be placed in plain sight.
Anyone who shared a photo and short explanation of how they
paid forward an act of kindness, whether they find a pig or not, is
eligible to be entered to win the grand prize of $500, which
includes $250 for the winner and $250 for the charity of their
choice.

M&T Bank Launches 'What's Important
to You? Video Contest' to Celebrate the
Moments that Matter Most
(USA)
M&T Bank debuted the 'What's Important to You?’
video contest asking people to share videos of the
people, places and things they love the most. Five
finalists receive a GoPro ® camera and the grand prize
winner will have what's important to them featured in
M&T advertising.
To enter the contest, individuals upload a 30 sec video
to YouTube then complete a submission form to share
a copy of the link. Videos will be evaluated based on
quality, originality, creativity, emotional impact and
whether it fits within the M&T brand.
The 'What's Important to You? Video Contest’ links to
the company's brand promise of "Understanding
What's Important".
M&T will announce five finalists on Oct. 29 2018. The
public will then have the opportunity to cast their vote
for their favorite of the finalists through Nov. 19. The
grand prize winner will be announced on Dec. 3.

